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 TOPICS-        QUADRATIC POLYNOMIAL, RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN ZEROES AND COEEFICIENTS 
OF A POLYNOMIAL

Video Link to understand the topic : https://youtu.be/om51m1FuiS8

Write the following work in a notebook. 

QUADRATIC POLYNOMIAL: A quadratic polynomial is having degree 2. For example: 7x2-5x+2

Standard form of Quadratic Polynomial is ax2+bx+c , where a is the coefficient of x2, b is coefficient of x 
and c is constant term. 

A Quadratic polynomial  have two zeroes(roots). 

Relationship between  Zeroes and Coefficients of a polynomial:

 Let’s take two zeroes of a polynomial are    and  .

So, Sum of zeroes(-     =                      ( Here x.x=x2)

Product of zeroes(  ==                                       ( Here x.x=x2)

How to form a quadratic polynomial by using above relation?

X2-  (sum of zeroes) x +Product  of zeroes    

 Examples: 

Q1. Find the zeroes of polynomial x2-3 and verify the relationship between the zeroes and coefficients. 

Sol:  By using identity a2-b2= (a+b) (a-b) 

So , x2-3= x2-)

Here a=x, b=, 

Now  by comparing with identity

https://youtu.be/om51m1FuiS8


X2-3=(x+) (x-)

Now by p(x)=0

(x+)=0   ,  (x-)=0

X=- and x=  are zeroes  of polynomial. 

To verify: 

Sum of zeroes=    +(-=0=              ( 2)             

Product  of zeroes= ( ). (-)= -()2=-3=           (    , c is constant term and a is coefficient of x2)

Q2. Find a quadratic polynomial , if the sum and product of zeroes are 2 and 1.

Sol:   Sum of zeroes=2

          Product of zeroes=1

Quadratic polynomial=  x2- (sum of zeroes) x  + Product of zeroes

                                        = x2-(2) x   +1

                                       =x2-2x +1

Now remember that we have learnt to find zeroes of quadratic polynomial by factorisation.  Some 
questions are given in worksheet  given below.
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             Do all the sums in a notebook. 

1. Find a quadratic polynomial, the sum and product of whose zeroes are  as follows:
(a) -3 and 2       (b) and  

2. Find the zeroes of polynomials and verify the relationship between the zeroes and the 
coefficients.
(a)  4x2-4x+1               (b) 3x2-x-4

3. Find the zeroes of polynomial x2-2x-3  and verify the zeroes of polynomial also. 
4. Divide 3x3+x2+2x+5 by 1+ 2x+x2 and verify by division algorithm. 
5. Check whether the 3,1 and  are zeroes of cubic polynomial 3x3-5x2-11x-3 or not. 


